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ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL BY APPELLANT
L DID THE INDliSTRIAL COMMISSION ERR AS A MATTER OF LAW OR
ABUSE THEIR DISCRETION WHEN THE CLAIMANT WAS REFUSED
PROTECTIVE ORDER tJNDER HIS FIFTH AMENDMENT
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT AS OUTLINED IN HIS MOTION FOR A
PROTECTIVE ORDER AND MOTIONS FOR RECONSlDERATION FOR A
PROTECTIVE ORDER AND DENIED SUCH ON THE 23 RD OF FEBRUARY
2010, THE 24TH OF FEBRUARY 2011 AND ON THE 21 ST OF DECEMBER
11?
DID THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION ERR AS A MATTER OF LAW OR
ABUSE THEIR DISCRETION WHEN THE CLAIMANT WAS ORDERED TO
WAIVE HIS FIFTH AMENDMENT CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO REMAIN
SILENT OR BE DENIED HIS BENEFITS UNDER IDAHO WORKERS
COMPENSATION LAWS SIGNED ON THE 7Ttl OF SEPTEMBER 2010')
III. DID THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION ERR AS A MATTER OF LAW OR
ABUSE THEIR DISCRETION WHEN THEY OVERRULED CLAIMANTA.PPELLANT'S OBJECTIONS REGARDING THE TESTIMONY AND
DEPOSITION OF DR. TIMOTHY DOERR IN THE ORDER DATED THE 15 TH
OF AUGUST 2011 AND GRi\NTING THE SECOND EXTENSION ON THE
7TH OF NOVEMBER 2011?
THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
SUBSTANTIAL
COMPETENT EVIDENCE
ERR AS
MATTER OF LAW OR ABUSE
DETERMINED THE CLAIMANTDISCRETION WHEN
APPELLANT WAS NOT ENTITLED TO THE MEDICAL BENEFITS
(PALLIATIVE, CURATIVE. AND OTHERWISE), WHETHER INCURRED
AND NOT PAID OR WHETHER NOT INCURRED AND IMPAIRMENT
RA.TING PURSUANT TO I.e. 72-432(1, 7), TEMPORARY DISABILITY AND
ATTORt~EY FEES
ORDERED ON THE 20 TH OF MARCH 20l3?
DID THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION ERR AS A MATTER OF LAW OR
THEIR DISCRETION WHEN THEY DENIED THE ITEMS
REQUESTED IN CLAIMANT'S OBJECTION AND MOTION TO AUGMENT
THE RECORD FILED ON THE 18m OF HJNE 2013?

ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL BY RESPONDENTS

I. WHETHER THE SUPREME COURT OF IDAHO SHOULD RECONSIDER
ITS PREVIOUS DECISION TO LIMIT THE ISSUES REGARDING THE

APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF

CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES OF APPELLANT'S REQUEST FOR A

II. WHETHER DEFENDANTS SHOULD BE A WARDED COSTS ON APPEAL
tJNDER OR I.A.R 41
ARGUMENT

L

THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION ERRED AS
MATTER OF LAW OR
ABUSED THEIR DISCRETIOr: WHEN THE CLAIMANT WAS REFUSED A
PROTECTIVE
ORDER
tJNDER
HIS
FIFTH
AMENDMENT
OUTLINED
HIS MOTION FOR
ORDER AND MOTIONS FOR RECONSIDERA nON FOR A
PROTECTIVE ORDER DENIED ON THE 23 RD OF FEBRUARY 2010, THE
24TH OF FEBRUARY 2011 AND ON THE 21 ST OF DECEMBER 2011
1. Controlling Authority from the Ninth Circuit and Idaho Statutes Indicates
that Immigration Status is not a Relevant Issue in a Workers Compensation

Claim.

The Defendants failed and refused to provide any contrary and or compelling case
Imv to overturn controlling case la,v shmving that Immigration Status is irrelevant in a
Defendants also failed to provide contrary or compelling

s Compensation

to contradict Claimant's argument that Claimant

case

not have to

Rights in order to obtain benefits as

Fifth
et

l'v"ihCQ, Inc,

his

the Ninth Circuit,

F 3d 1057 (9th ClL 2004)

Denied)(Mar. 7, 2005)

and Idaho Statutes and Idaho Case law. The Defendants also failed to address Idaho
, 112 Idaho 609 (1986) where this court

Supreme Court case
upheld a

verdict

that a,varded an

a

rr1<",nT?'rl

alien present and

future wages based on his current income as a worker in Idaho. present and future
medicaL as

as pain and suffering. The court even went on to rule that remanding the
to

case to
fel/vcr

even the possibility

the

due to a potential deportation ",vould invite mere speculation." Id at 624.

APPELLANTS REPLY BRIEF

Defendants failed also to address the arguments and law that support Appellant's
arguments that renect denying Appellant's Disability claim based upon Appellant's
immigration status is contrary to established law and also the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendment

the U.S. Constitution, which applies to all people and not solely citizens.

Such a denial is also contrary to Idaho and u.s. Supreme Court precedent as such would be
also an Equal Protection and Due Process violation.
\\bile financial and political pressure to treat undocumented immigrants differently
due to their immigration status is a reality: the law unfortunately does not allow state
courts to enact any penalties upon claimants due to their immigration status. The field of
immigration regulation is completely preempted by the federal government. '" [Olver no
conceivable subject is the legislative power of Congress more complete than it is over'
the admission of aliens:'
1996)( quoting

State v. Pando, 921 P.2d 1285, 1287 (N.M. Ct. App.

v. Bell. 430 U.S. 787, 792 (1997»).

immigration

to the federal immigration agency, currently called United

and

States

Congress has delegated the

Services.

tormerly

the

Immigration

and

Naturalization Service. The states. as vvell as any other arm of the federal government
are precluded from making determinations regarding an individual's status as a
noncitizen. vvhether an individual is deportable or whether to "punish" or remove benefits
to an undocumented immigrant.

Immigration lavv is under federal control, and state

participation in the field of immigration law is preempted. State v. Arviso, 993 P.2d 894
(Utah

App. 1999). The prison sentence is suspended on condition the defendant not

retllm to the

sentence unconstitutional under the preemption

doctrine from the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution.)

APPELLANT'S REPL Y BRIEF
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on federal control in violation of the Supremacy
the Constitution of the United States. "This Constitution, and the Laws of the
United States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or which
shall be made, under the Authority

the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the

State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution

and the Judges in

.

or Laws of anv" State to the ContrarY notwithstanding:' U.s. CONST. art. VI cL 2.
~

to and attached as an Exhibit to Defendants' brief an
order

Coronel

v.

Fleetwood Homes

an Order

's request tor a Protective Order. Defendants appear to be arguing

Mr.

that the issue regarding denial of claimanfs protective order regarding immigration status
is established law

Idaho. However, counsel herein has been involved in two separate

cases where Claimant's Motion tor a Protective Order was Granted in Worker's
cases

Idaho. See

and B (Order and Motion for Protective

re Immigration Status
Immigration

Exhibit C (Order for Protective Order
201

and similar Protective

Orders regarding Immigration status \vere

Appellant herein acknovdedges that

Exhibit C was not contested. nevertheless, it would not have been granted uncontested if

it vvas settled as Exhibit C was decided e\en after
The Defendants failed to

Serrano and Coronel.

the constitutional and core issues herein by

asking the Supreme Court a second time to limit the issues vvith the same arguments
previously made on

2013 in its Motion to Limit Issues that was

briefed
July 2013. Claimant herein incorporates

APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF

arguments and

lssues on or

the

filed on

4

2013 namely

UUC",-".H

Disability was stricken as a penalty

Right to remain silent and Claimant
preserve such funds

the matter is remanded to decide his Permanent Disability. The

Industrial Commission remoYed Claimant's claim tor Permanent
10
claim

to

Fifth Amendment Right to

not

was reduced

establishing Permanent Disability. Costs
than the value

i h of

silent. Claimant's

to ninety five percent; therefore. Claimant did not and
the costs

not rationally

on the

fees normally incurred associated \\'ith
experts and depositions would likely be more

the case vvithout the claim to Permanent Disability which the

Commission removed as a penalty against the Claimant. Claimant chose to reserve such
funds to establish Permanent Disability in the event that the sanctions entered against
Claimant for remaining silent are overturned. Further, the recent troubling decision and
Appellant

In

the only

the

central

in this case is

Industrial

VHHUhJJHY""

to

holdings

and in

Dice v. Franklin Building Supply (Industrial Commission Findings of Fact. Conclusions
and Recommendation. 2006-507999) that were contrarY. and connicting with
~

namely case

from the

namely

Inc., 364 F.3d 1057 (9th Cir. 2004) (cert Denied)(Mar. 7. 2005).

held.

to the case

Appellant's

et

,v.

In Diaz. the
briee that the

not
establish he was legally able to \vork because there

s

BRIEF

no legal labor market for him.

5

that

holding

status

partial disability in

IS

relevant to

compensation claims;

the Idaho Industrial Commission's decisions contradicts and conflicts case law
from the Ninth Circuit, namely Rivera et aI., v.
7,2005) and Idaho

Inc., 364 F.3d 1057 (9th CiL 2004)

and Idaho Case law.

The court in HolTman Plastics v. NLRB 535 US 137 (2002) did state that the
Labor Revie\v Board did not have authority to give pay to undocumented
the 9th Circuit continues to

PlaintitTs in NLRB cases: however, post Hoffman
pay lost

n.'",""""

to undocumented claimant in non NLRB matters. The court in Rivera v.

NIBCO, Inc., 364 F.3d 1057, 1064-65 (9th

2004) continued to hold that immigration

status is not relevant and found the protective order granted by the lower court was
justified because of the
status could
to

"chilling effect that the disclosure of plaintiffs' immigration
rights.

on their ability to
decision upholding an order
status.

employers' mqumes
v.

604 F.3d 864

Supreme Court declined

Director.

Office

plaintiffs'
Workers

2010) also held that undocumented

\vorkers are able to receive workers compensation benefits including future wages and
loss of earning capacity.
Defendants also failed to account for Claimant's statutory argument. The Idaho
Legislature has clarified that benefits are available even if there is no legal labor market
no benetits should be paid
Idaho

is no legal market
Under

72-204, employees. \vhether lawfully or unlavvfully employed, are considered employees

APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF
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are subject to

and

private
acL

IJULIVU

the worker's

not to deny

The Idaho Legislature's

benefits to illegal

be inferred from comparing Idaho Code Title 72 Chapter 13

immigrants may

\vith Idaho

(Employment

Title 72 Chapters 1 through 8 (Workers

Workers Compensation Act defines the tcnn "Alien" \vithin the
Workers Compensation Act:
means a
who is not a citizen, a national or a resident of the
United States or Canada. Any person not a citizen or national of the
United States \vho relinquishes or is about to relinquish his residence in
the United States shall be regarded as an alien.
Idaho Code §72-102(l).

Idaho Code §72-1366 prohibits "aliens" from obtaining

unemployment benefits. In contrast. Idaho Code Title 72 Chapters 1 through 8 dealing
\vith Workers Compensation benefits makes no such distinction bet\veen those who are
eligible for benefits or

benefits that may be awarded. Nothing in Idaho Code Title 72
are entitled to any

8

1

benefits than United

and legal immigrants.
The above decision to deny Appellant his rights under the US and Idaho
Constitution is

to established and settled

that \vas created to protect the

integrity of the judicial system and the rights of the people. Finally, the above decision
is a troubling despite the Commission taking almost twenty (20) months
th

after the Hearing that \vas conducted on the 28 of Juiy 2011 at not fault of the Appellant
violation also of Idaho Code 72-708.
Support the
Public Policy.

S REPLY

Diaz

7

to
case

that

to overturn

Holding in

is counter to

and in the instant case are contrary to

established public policy,
, 112 Idaho
U5,.UH0C

or compelling

the Idaho Supreme Court clarified it

(l

to take

public

the cheap labor

assuming the corresponding burden of his disability

an illegal

he

injured on the job,
3. Compelling Discovery Of Immigration Status Places Employers In
Danger Of Criminal Prosecution

The Defendants also failed and refused to provide any contrary and or compelling
case

or arguments that the Holding in Diaz places employers in danger of criminal
for violation

8 U

1

Employment constitutes harboring

§ 1324(a)(l )(A)(iii),

employer knev\ or recklessly disregarded

status
1),

the immigration status
causing additional

the Claimant
to

once

learn

are required to terminate the employment
employee. the

and

tor increased costs to all parties.

Status Is Likelv To Be Huge.
Detendants also failed to address the policy outcome of the decisions in Dia:::: as
agricultural

Jorgensen states

S

IS

to

BRIEF

immigrants.

Hispanic Research Center, Idaho \'Vas horne to

8

half of

2005. '"
this Idaho

Michael Jorgensen,

" Idaho State

page 1. he report

illegal aliens in the state
Immigration In Idaho.

a study conducted by the Pew Hispanic Center, released in January

2011. reported that the number of illegal immigrants in the US labor force vvas
approximately 8 million. representing 5% of workers in the US.
The idea that undocumented employees are prohibited from receiving workers
compensation disability benefits because they vvill never be
geographic labor market is simply fantasy. Senator
up to 85%

to work again in the

has specifically reported that

farm labor vvorkers in Idaho are undocumented in 2006.

==-======-"'-'-:....;:.:Q.J-~~=

See

(December 21, 2006) Prominent and regular news

reports. including the PewResearchCenter, report that unauthorized immigrants living in
during the last decade from 8.4 million in 2000 to 11.1 million in

the United States
1

.pevvhispanic.org/20 1

l/29 I a-nation-ot:immigrantsl (July 30,2013) .

The Defendants also failed and refused to provide any contrary and or compelling
case law or arguments to contradict the argument that Employers' access to federal tools
to prevent the hiring

undocumented vvorkers obviates the need for the Commission to

expend resources veri tying status on

back

concern regarding

undocumented workers could easily have been resolved by the employers' proactive use

Requiring Disclosure
Evidence
Status Implicates
Underwriting Practices of Sureties and 'Vill Lead to Lawsuits Against It by
Policy Holders

APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF
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The Defendants

failed and refused to provide any contrary and or compelling

or arguments to contradict the argument
that the discovery. into immigration
"'"""'
"-'

case

"-

status post hiring can and yvill have the outcome of lawsuits against the employer and
surety.
5.
The Conclusion that there is no Labor Market in Idaho for
Undocumented Employees is Simply Incorrect.

to provide any contrary and or compelling

Defendants also failed and

case law or arguments to contradict the argument that there is a labor market in Idaho for
undocumented employees. Senator Craig has specifically reported that up to 85% of
farm

labor

workers

In

Idaho

=~~="'-==~~~~~.=..=-=-==

are

undocumented

In

2006.

See

(December 21, 2006) Prominent and regular new-s

reports, induding the PewResearchCenter, report that unauthorized immigrants living in
the United States greyv during the last decade from 8.4 million in 2000 to 11.1 million in
.pewhispanic.org/20 1

11.

1l291a-nation-of-immigrants/ (July 30.

13).

much of Idaho's agricultural workforce is comprised of illegal immigrants is
virtually undisputable. Claimant yvhether he is documented or not, still has access under
the

as an independent contractor, which does not require a social security number,

and such \vas not accounted for in Diaz or in the instant case before the Court.
II. THE r~DLTSTRIAL COMMISSION ERRED AS A MATTER OF LAW OR
ABUSED THEIR DISCRETION WHEN THE CLAIMANT WAS ORDERED
TO Vvr AIVE HIS FIFTH AMENDMENT CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO
REMAIN SILENT OR BE DENIED HIS BENEFITS UNDER IDAHO
\VORKERS COMPENSATION
LAWS SIGNED ON THE 7 TH OF
SEPTEMBER 2010

The

assert

workers compensation proceedings.

APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF

no

The Defendants only

right
to dicta in Lester v.

10

141 Idaho

imply the holding

2005) to support this
the

proposition that

right by filing a civil claim.
documents

Fifth Amendment
an auto accident case

involved a Defendant

concerning

\vith the auto accident

conviction

for

DUI

(which

had

occurred

question) that Lester had already plead guilty

too. Lester never invoked his Fifth Amendment Rights and indeed could not have as he
had already plead guilty to

charges, therefore. the

broad interpretation that Claimants

is dicta; further, Defendants

their Fifth Amendment rights in civil matters is

to established United States Supreme Court

and the Idaho law

previously cited.

III. THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION ERRED AS MA TTER OF LAW OR
ABUSED THEIR DISCRETION WHEN THEY OVERRULED CLAIMANTAPPELLANT'S OBJECTIONS REGARDING THE TESTIMONY AND
DEPOSITION OF DR. TIMOTHY DOERR IN THE ORDER DATED THE 15 TH
OF AUGUST 2011 AND
SECOND EXTENSION ON THE
NOVEMBER 201 1 .

L The Industrial Commission Abused its Discretion
it Failed to Follow
own Rules Regarding Expert Testimony and Disclosures.
Defendants correctly assert that JRP 16, which states that the Industrial
Commission retains "power to impose appropriate sanctions for any violation or abuse of
its rules or procedures,"
'UUBUI.H

the Commission povver to impose appropriate sanctions.
the

rightly

has

appropriate

sanctions but has argued that the Commission abuses its discretion if it violates its own
and/or imposes inappropriate sanctions.
and

,

,

at aIL

Imposmg no

not imposing the appropriate sanction.
to

al

despite failing to make timely expert

\
APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF

nrfC'CP11t

disclosures

W
11

the Commission sanctioned
rights. by taking

the

interrogatory.

of his case for failing to ansvver an

has previously ruled on the

This

the majority

UHh.hJHJLi"

need to tollovv its own rules

. 136 Idaho 767 (2002). In Afedrano this Court

and procedures in
applied the three part abuse

discretion standard and concluded that the Commissions

its own deadline

to

allowing the untimely submission

memorandum was unfair to the parties and exceeded the boundaries of its discretion." In
the instant case, the
to follow its

OW11

the boundaries of its discretion by failing
ci viI procedure regarding discovery to Claimant's

adopted

unfair disadvantage.
s previous opinion of Claimant's degenerative

Claimant acknowledged Dr.
condition;

Doctor

was expressed

s
on

not need any treatment.

vvas

\vas that Appellant
was

by

vvith Defenda.'1ts' factual and legal position, as outlined
Interrogatory

the

In

response to Claimant's

2 regarding their position on any pre-existing condition. Defendants'

answer stated: "Defendants are not aware of any pre-existing conditions ... ,. (R

states .. Defendants are

legal

L

2 p.

avvare that Claimant had pnor InJunes. hovvever. do not believe they have any
relationship to

current conditions that

complains

2

208 L

s

APPELLANT'S REPL Y BRfEF
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Defendants

current

throughout the litigation process. the Defendants alleged that

In

injury on or about the

either Claimant's condition \vas caused by a post
October 2008

the Claimant

and fell to the floor.'·

666. 674 (201

of

up from the couch and telt a pop in his back, pain,

that he was not injured at alL

The Defendants cite

case

was not attributed

v,

Exhibit 206-207.

Inc" 149 Idaho 850, 243 P.3d

for the position that the experts can provide greater detail; however, the

does not allow the expert to contradict modit) or change an opinion that is

prejudicial to the Claimant The court in

at 858 requires the deposition testimony

to be "consistent "vith opinion expressed in his IME Report". Further. the Idaho Supreme
Court has held that expert testimony is subject to the rights of effective crossexaminations allowing

proper preparation and or rebuttal,
.120

813

(l

)

Effective cross-examination
an
requires advance
preparation ... Similarly, eHective rebuttal requires advance knowledge of
the line
testimony
the other
If the latter is foreclosed by a rule
against discovery, the
issues and elimination of surprise
w'hieh discovery normally produces are frustrated.

Detendants' nevv position that Appellant's condition "vas attributed to a prevIOUS
condition \vas a 180 degree tum from their position under oath in discovery allovving
Appellant to rely on such positions and to not be changed at a post hearing deposition to
prejudice

the Appellant.

Defendants further cite to an Exhibit that was withdrawn (Exhibit L) and deemed
inadmissible. Defendants tailed to notify the parties prior to the hearing on the 28 th of

APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF

13

on the 4th
"

Richard A>

11

It

, Therefore.

>.

Defendants were

the option to

\vithdra"v Exhibit L or allow Appellant additional time to hire an expert to contradict the
L and Defendants chose to withdravv such exhibit.

opinion in

the Defendants to not

Despite the

Appellant additional time to hire an expert to

rebut such opinion and exhibit. Defendants are referring to it to support its position to the
prejudice

the Appellant. (Transcript of Hearing July

2011; p. 104; 17-24)

2. Defendants did not State any Disagreement as to the Untimeliness of the
Taking of the Deposition or the Second Motion to Extend Time, as Argued
on page 47 of the Claimant's Opening Brief.
Not only "vas the deposition of Dr. Doerr admitted despite Defendant's failure to
provide adequate expert disclosures. the Commission' s granting of a second extension to
take the deposition of Dr. Doerr constitutes an abuse of discretion because it falls outside
.C

the

01

) states that:
All depositions to be submitted on behalf of a claimant must be taken no
later than 14 days after the conclusion of the hearing; all depositions to be
submitted on behalf
a defendant must be taken no later than 28 days
after the conclusion of the hearing, The Commission may alter the time
limits within which to notice or take post-hearing depositions on motion
showing good cause for such modification; provided, however, that any
stipulation or motion to enlarge the period for post-hearing depositions
must
to the Commission
its approval
to the
expiration of the original period and must set torth reasonable grounds tor
such enlargement and the extent of the enlargement sought.
this matter the

1J\.cH.UUU!

vacated the deposition

Dr. Doerr on the 21 5t
having

11

a

Defendants filed a Second Motion to
f

APPELLANTS REPLY BRIEF

14

days after the original

for the

the Defendants described in JRP 10.
only was the motion for a second extension untimely but it also had to be
amended on the 26 th
to

October
extension

11 so as to correct a

assertion that Claimant

attached Exhibit

the amended affidavit

(attached Exhibit E) and motion by the Defendants clarified that Claimant had not
the Commission granted
in an Order handed

November

Commissioner Baskin. cited as

,vas issued t,velve (1

davs after

passed

7th

201 L

This Order, unsigned by
granting the extension that

Amended Motion.

JRP 3(E)(2) allows the

to all parties. to act on a motion after

a

(1

just

filed.

days

responding to a

that the
time

The Order

received apprO\al from Claimant.

Commission. unless notice to act sooner is
(14) days

Defendants more time to depose

reasonmg

"Defendants further state that

fact

based on

put forth in the Judicial Rules of Practice and Procedure.
Similarly in j1adison v. J I .Horgan. Inc. 115 Idaho 141 (1988) the Supreme

Court

Idaho reversed a decision
failed to

remanded the case for hearing

the
the

adopted rule regarding

post hearing depositions. In jfadison the Court stated that Industrial Commission Rule
specifically

that

a

the

remam open
...

S REPLY BRIEF

and

15

to take a deposition within the specified

failure to

frame \vas

sufficient reason to remand the case.
Because the Commission's Order granting an extension of time fell outside the
mandated time limit with vvhich to grant extensions on deadlines to

JRP (1

submit post hearing depositions, was based on the erroneous assumption that Claimant
had agreed to such, and ruled on prematurely without gi-ving Claimant the time to
respond. granting the

admitting the subsequent post hearing deposition

Dr. Doerr constitutes a failure by the Commission to follow the plain language of its own
adopted rule. As the abow case law indicates, while the Commission has a great deal of
discretion, disregarding its o\vn established rule constitutes an abuse of discretion.
IV. THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION DID NOT HAVE SUBSTANTIAL
AND COMPETENT EVIDENCE AND ERRED AS
MATTER OF LAW OR
ABUSED THEIR DISCRETION \VHEN THEY DETERMINED THE
CLAIMANT-APPELLANT WAS NOT ENTITLED TO THE MEDICAL
BENEFITS
CURA TIVE. AND OTHER WISE), WHETHER
NOT PAID OR
NOT INCURRED AND
L 7), TEMPORARY
TH
20
OF

the Record Indicates, the Deposition

Dr. Doerr Constituted the Bulk of the

Defendant's Evidence Disputing Claimants Proof of Causation. Deiendants assert that
Claimant has failed to meet his burden of proof regarding causation, citing as support the
is "free to
testimony of a medical expert." Responsive

the

Brief~f Defendants

to be

to the

p. 34. While this is true.

the record indicates that the Commission was swayed primarily by the testimony given
Doerr

his deposition_

APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF

improperly induded

16

discounted the opinions and testimony

it is
other physicians.

A TTORNEY FEES FOR THE DEFENDANTS ARE INAPPROPRIATE
UNDER Rn
V K C LOGGIXG. 134 IDAHO 603, (JULY 25, 2000) AND
HOAGLAND T~
13 IDAHO OPINION NO. 58) WHEN NO
EVIDENCE OR ARGUMENTS ARE PRESENTED TO ESTABLISH BAD
FAITH OR IMPROPER PURPOSE
1. Idaho Appellate Rule 41, Standing Alone, is not Sufficient Basis for
Fees or

Defendants stated in their brief: '"Defendants' request for an a\vard of costs on
appeal under LA.R. 41 should be granted."

Defendants failed to cite any statutory or

contractual provision authorizing such award. In a similar claim for attorneys fees this
Court held that "We have repeatedly held that simply requesting an a\vard of attorney
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 41, without citing any statutory or contractual basis
for the award, is insufficient to
Idaho

Issue

on appeaL" Athay

371

Idaho Law Regarding

Even

attorney

in Workers Compensation

the Defendants had not failed to cite any statutory or contractual basis fur

an award of attorneys

and

such an

be inappropriate. The court

addressed the standards it would apply in determining \vhether or not to award attorney's
fees against a Claimant in the case of Rivas v.

CLogging. 134 Idaho 603. (July

2000) vihere the court stated:
Generally, this court does not award attorney's tees in appeals by Claimants
from decisions of the Industrial Commission. Idaho Code §72-1375(2)
be
any kind
court or
except that a court may assess costs if the court determines that the
proceedings have been instituted or continued without reasonable

APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF

17

legitimate issues
this court has declined to
attorney's
in Claimant's appeal from the Industrial Commission. See Bullard v.
Aviation. Inc., 128 Idaho 430, 435,914 P.2d 564, 569 (1996).
Even where substantial and competent evidence exists and the Claimant
mounts a factually-based appeal, this court imposes sanctions pursuant
to Idaho Appellate Rule 11.1 only if the appellants' arguments are
bad faith" or "interposed for any improper purpose." Tupper
131 Idaho 724, 731. 963 P.2d 1161, 1168 (1998).

The Supreme

13 Idaho Opinion

v.

58) also stated that "Attorney fees are not warranted \vhere a novel legal question is
presented:' AfcCann v. J1cCann. 152 Idaho 809, 823

Despite much of

Hoagland's case \vas frivolous, the court in Hoagland further stated:
district court did not abuse
discretion in failing to
fees, because even though much of Hoagland's case \vas frivolous and she
might have somewhat abused the process belmv. Hoagland presented a
issue related to the standard required to succeed on a § 1983 claim
for violations
her o\vn rightsQ This issue is one of
impression
Idaho.
the district court did not abuse
in failing to
pursuant to
§ 1 12L
Respondents are of the position that they are entitled to
was
call

due to the allegation that
and

a

question and renew the credibility determinations

Commission. (Respondents' Brief: p. 34).

the Industrial

Respondents interpreted

the Respondents' arguments imply that attorney's

and

incorrectly as

are awarded for any and all cases

s brief addresses credibility detenninations.
court
denied claims for fees and costs

not
the Respondent regarding

a request to reconsider the testimony and evidence and

APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF

's

appeal regarding

question and

the

18

but the

even

the

and finding

the
that the Commission's findings on

Claimant when it
were not

substantive

and competent evidence.
costs

also fails as there

IS

no

on what grounds are used to establish that the Appeal herein was
made

bad faith·" or

improper purpose".

Respondents also interpreted Appellant's appeal incorrectly. Appellant does not
ask the Supreme

to

witnesses or

direct evidence that contradicted Appellant"
substantial questions

evidence.

Appellant's case presents

la\\;. policy. and Constitutional

including important

questions regarding discovery
Constitutional

statutory interpretation. abuse of discretion.

and

raised numerous

or

this

Court should not grant costs to
CONCLUSION
The Defendants

cite

legislative purpose

the Dn)Ce'eamL[S are to

the
as the

that
equity \vould

alIo'.'v." Here the Industrial Commission did not finish collecting evidence until almost
the

on

a

matter
current

are

S REPLY

are willing to

important constitutional

19

authorized by

to
to reverse or

statute.
instructions to conform proceedings to the

s case

and rights outlined m Claimant's

briefing.
this

December 2013.

CERTIFICATE
undersigned

that on

December

and correct copy of the foregoing document to be forvl/arded

13, caused a true

the methode s) indicated

. to the follo\ving:

Richard Hammond
Plaintiff
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(FRX)2D:32334174

t4el~ers Thomsen PLLP

DEC 09-2D13(MON) 10:51

FAX

PM

p, 01/02

~!O,

OFlDAHO

JUAN Sfu"l'CHEZ~GONZALEZ,

)
)

Claimant,

)
)
)
)

it,

LANCE FlJ"l\i1(, USA FUNK, DlANE

Ie 05-511464

)
ORDER
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Employer,
and

Surety,

Defendants.

FILED

DEC f 1 2006
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION

--------~~~--~----------)
On November 6, 2006, Defendants filed a Motion to DismIss and Remove from Calendaring
in the above-captioncd

with

C:lSC.

On

"'''',flnrcr

9,

for

to

and

with supporting memorandum. On November 20, 2006, Dcfcndnnts filed a Citation of Authority, On
November 20,2006, Claimant submined additional authority as well. The Referee held tch..1Jhonc

conferences on November 13, 2006 and November 20. 2006. On December 1, 2006, Defendants

filed a Notice of Additional Citation of Au thority_ .
issued an Order

Claimant's

to

Defendants' First and Supplemental Intc:rrogatont.:s and Request for Production ofDocurncnts on
August

2006. However, thnt Order

plc:'\ding supported

Dc[endants responded.

ORDER 1

and

to seck

il

protective order by appropriate
such action und

DEC-O'3-2013(t~ON)

Rx date/tulle
DEC-l1~2006

10: 51

P.D02

OEC-11-20[]oO!ON) 15:23

p, 02102

FAX NO.

MON 03:24 PM

Upon review oftIle matter, the

P 002/002

(FRX)2oB233d17d

Me'ders Ti'wffisen PLLP

persuasive. Cl!]imllnl's

finds

Motion for Protective Order is GRANTED. Defendants' MOlton to

and Remove from

Calendaring is DENIED.
IT IS SO ORDERED,
DATED this ......4-+--- day of December, 2006,
TNDUSTRIAL CO~SSlON

ATTEST:

CERTU'JCATE OF SERVICE:

II

I hereby certify that on lhe
J-..day ofDecembc!:y
a tme and correct copy anhe
ror~g,oillg Order W::lS served by facsimile transmission upon each
following persons:

RIO-lARD L HAMMOND

f."ll!:: 465-9893

MJAY MEYERS

fax: 233-4174

jke

O.R_DER-'?

LABRADOR

LJ.. W

5700
Franklin Rd ..
Nampa, Idaho 83687
Tel: (208) 465-9988
: (208) 465-9893
ISB
6993
Attorney for Claimant

11

v.
FUNK.
dba LANCE FtJNK FARMS

S
PROTECTIVE ORDER AND
TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO DISMISS AND
REIVI0VE

Employer.
and

. The above named Defendants:
COME

the

named

to

regulations of the Industrial Commission of the State
following Motion

a

and

Idaho and hereby submits the

Order and Response to

to Dismiss

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
The Defendant herein employed. and as part of benetits, provided housing for the
Claimant and his

the

to

employer and himself. Unfortunately. after the Claimant Vvas severely injured at work on
the lih of April 2005 and the Claimant \\as

I.

light duty restrictions. Claimant was

CLAIMANT'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER AND RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS'
MOnON TO DISMISS AND REMOVE FROM CALEDARING

and subsequently vyas

imoluntarily released

to leave the housing that

sons.

for

the

Defendants
Claimant

accepted

claim and

vvas prematurely deemed MMI by Dr. Blair.
as

Blair deemed
to

Blair

Roberts

additional treatment as

both

VvhG

at

and Claimant's condition has deteriorated.
and

MRrs

Blair document that

Claimant's condition has deteriorated and Claimant requires additional treatment.
Claimant's deteriorating condition. Defendants herein

including surgery.

tinancial

continue to deny treatment and

to Claimant because he was

deemed

may not be entitled

any

is not
to

Claimant
conference with his employer.
counsel vvithout resolve.

the

matter
Insurance Fund and vvith the Defendants'

Chimant has also attempted to resolve this matter through

mediation \vhere Defendants unilaterally vacated the mediation hearing date. Claimant
recently received a

date to have

matter resolved

the Commission and

Detendants apparently wish to have that hearing date vacated also because the Claimant' s
failure to all 0 v". a secondary inquisition into his immigration status.
ANALYSIS
to hiring
to inquire and veri£)

and
Claimant's immigration status.

Defendant performed

investigation with due diligence and accepted the Claimant's immigration status vyithout
2.

CLAIMANT'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER AND RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO DISMISS AND REMOVE FROM CALEDARING

the Defendant receiyed the

the

problems.
laborious

at minimal pay.

the Claimant's diligent

The employer

now inquiring into the

IS

employee's status \yithout just reason because they are being requested to provide
employment

that are required by law.

eyidence has been proyided by the

or hint that Claimant's

UHJlIHi,,-l

status is not correct

Claimant" S name and national

other than

Claimant is not

Caucasian.
If Defendant had reason to question Claimant's immigration documentation or
status, they had the legal obligation to immediately terminate Claimant's employment,
which they neyer did until Claimant was serious injured because

By

medical disability.

until Claimant was seriously injured on the job to investigate into the

Claimants immigration documentation, it is a detriment to the Claimant as he faces a
hardship and is

to

or be able to correct any
the Defendant
the

Worker's Compensation benefits required

Ja\v. Employers should not be able to keep

their cake after they have eaten
It is against public policy to alIo\y employers,

an accident has occurred. to

investigate a second time, into the immigration documentation and status of their
employees without reason to doubt his immigration status. Defendants are attempting to
a\'oid their legal responsibilities of providing benefits to an injured employee by inquiring
into the immigration status of the Claimant a second time, Defendants
s

status is

are

stated their
opinion

may not be entitled to some Worker's Compensation benefits if they are able to
prove Claimant's immigration documentation is not in order.
3,

CLArMANTS MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER AND RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO DISMISS AND REMOVE FROM CALEDARING

allo\'ving employers to inquire into the immigration status after an
is against public policy because it

suppress employees' right to

their

immigration officials. even if their immigration

legal rights as it may
documentation is correct.

questions regarding

Lastly, and most

current employee violates the employee's

immigration status

a

Amendment privilege against self

incrimination as it can and would lead to various state and federal criminal charges if the
employee's immigration documentation is not complete.
Claimant previously objected to ans\,vering questions related to his immigration
documentation and status based on his Constitutional

Amendment privilege against

self-incrimination and various alternative grounds. The Commission mled on the

24th

of

August 2006 that each of Claimant's alternative grounds for objection were not sustained,

did not

on

s

Amendment

The

right to

incriminate and is clearly accepted lay\,. Defendants argue
right

to

to

Claimant

his

claim a 5th Amendment right vvithout providing any statute, case law, or provision

the Constitution to base their grounds

or procedure for allowing

this right.

REQUEST
Therefore, Claimant, through his counsel of laY\', requests this Commission to
grant a protective order prohibiting the Defendants from inquiring. at any stage
status
Claimants Constitutional

and it is

on
public

Complaint not be dismissed or placed in abeyance as any further
4.

this

also requests
would not be in

CLAIMANT'S MOnON FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER AND RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO DISMISS AND REMOVE FROM CALEDARING

Worker's

the purpose

and

treatment and income as
telephonic hearing is

an Idaho

requested.

on this matter if

it

necessary.

CERTIFICATE OF
L the undersigned.
that on the
day
tme and correct copy of the foregoing document to be
the

I
a
\yith all required charges

Pocatello. ID 83205

5.

CLAIMANT'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER AND RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO DISMISS AND REMOVE FROM CALEDARING

COlVL'VIISSION

THE

THE STATE

IDAHO

Ie 2010-006531

Claimant,

ORDER GR.\NTING CLAl."\1A.t~T'S
lVIOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
BRONCO'S ROOFING,

FILED
and

~.
...-

rD~wo

>

{

:'"

r·,-,

Ii'

-:J

t._'_

STATE INSURAl"JCE
Surety~

Defendants

21, 20
Defendants were

ed a Motion and l'v'1emorandum for Protective

by

on December 19.

2 and did not

Claimant

p.4.

Claimant's

follov,ring interrogatory

objects to the

request Ior production:

INTERROGATORY NO.1: Please, state your na.me, present home and business
birth, all
by which you
addresses, Social Security number, date
been knovVIl since birth, and ail addresses
you have resided since the injury
of November
2009, that is
subject of your Complaint including in your
answer the approximate dates you resided at each address.
REQL'EST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10: Please produce a copy of your
Social Security card.
you are a legal alien, please produce a copy of your work
vi.sa or green card.
you are an illegal alien, please so state and produce a
of your birth
or
identification
country of origin.

C1. Brief, p. 5.

ORDER GHANTING

CLADL~~"PS

MOTIOL\ FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 1

"vhat

nor asserts

it
Dr;ote~ct10n

should be

from disclosure.

Claimant's

items so clearly

grant in its

immigration status,

that

as follows:

s unopposed motion is
is not

to

to

information

in Interrogatory

Security Kuober.
to produce any

in

to

10.
Claimant's failure to answer

shaH not

proceedings.
DATED

qMday

As

ORDER GRAl~TING

CLAIl\tIA1~T'S

MOTION FOR

construed as an admission

for

the

follo¥liing:

D

EBERLE BERLfr~
POBOX 1

ORDER GRA.~TING

CLAIl\;L~'1T'S

MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 3

Roger L. Brown (ISB 5504)
LAW OFFICES OF HARMON & DAY
6213 N. Cloverdale Road, Ste. 150
P.O. Box 6358
Boise, 10 83707-6358
Telephone (208) 327-7561
Fax (800) 972-3213
Employees of the Liberty Mutuai Group
Attorneys for Defendant
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
IDAHO
OF THE STATE
Francisco Serrano,
Claimant,

v.
Four Seasons Framing,
Employer,
and
Uberty Northwest Insurance Corp.,
Surety,
Defendants.

----------~~~----------------

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

I. C. No. 2004-501845

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT
OF AMENDED MOTION FOR
SECOND ENLARGEMENT OF
TIME IN WHICH TO SCHEDULE
DEPOSITION OF DR. TIMOTHY
DOERR

)
) ss.
)

Roger l. Brown being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says as follows, to
wit:

1.

That he is the attorney for the Defendants in the above-entitled action.

2.

That the deposition of Dr.

October 20, 2011.

1 - AFFI DAVIT

was scheduled to take place on

3.

a scheduling error, Defendants are unable to attend Dr. Doerr's

That due

deposition on October 20,2011.
Defendants have notified Dr. Doerr and Claimant of the scheduling error,

4.

however, Claimant's counsel did not stipulate to vacate Dr. Doerr's deposition.
Dr. Doerr has agreed to reschedule the deposition for December 1,2011, at

5.

3:00 p.m.
6.

Claimant has not agreed to reschedule Dr. Doerr's deposition for December

1, 2011, at 3:00 p.m., although Claimant's counsel represented to Defendant's counsel
that he would be available on said date. (Exhibit 1).
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

Rog L. Brown
Attorney for Defendants
SUBSCRiBED AND SVVORN To before me this
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J..~4::. day of October, 2011.

'dJ(JJ1

Residing inVVCI
,Idaho
Notary Public for Idaho
/ /
Comm ission Expires: _Cf.t.-+/I-'..I./-f<-!2=()-L.I/al\L-_ _ _ __

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the )lo~ day of October, 2011, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document was served by first class mail, postage prepaid upon the
following:
Richard L. Hammond
Attorney at Law
811 E Chicago St
Caldweli, 10 83605

2 - AFFIDAVIT

Sam Johnson
Attorney at Law
405 S. 8 th Street, Suite 250
Boise, 10 83702

10/24/2011

PAGE

HAMt',lC1tm LAv,1 OFFlf
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HAMMON

LAVV OFFI E,

;'I"TTORNEY p.ND COU'lSELQR AT

01/01

.A.

Lo,vv

Richard L Hammond
R. Aaron Marrs
Jim Ric~
Kyle Hansen (ofc;ounsel)

October

2011

viaf{lX / Total Pages Including
Roger Brovvn
Harmon, Whittier & Day
6213 N. Cloverdale Road

Boise,

o

83707

(800) 972-3213

Re:

Francisco Serrano
I.e. No.: 2004-501845

Dear Roger:
ThaJJk you t()f fbrn:ardh'lg The Moti(H1 and Affidavit to reschedule the Deposition afDr.
Doerr. It appears the Motion atld Affida'vit giyes the unintended impression that the
Claimant stipulated and approved the Defendants' Motion to Enlarge Time.
Previous counsel submitted a similar Motion and language and the Commission
understood the :eviotion to
stipulated to
no stipulation
was sought or received.

My notes and memory reflect that we discussed the new
and
that aUf office is
available; however, my notes
that we could not stipulate or approve to the Second
l\1otiou.
Therefore, we request that your fyiotion and Affidavit be supplemented or amended
vvithin 48 hours to clal"i£Y that the Claimant did not approve of
Motion hours as we
only have a limited time to respond before the Commission signs the order,
Thank you for your assistance in this matter. Please contact our office if you have any
questions.

RLH/be
~

Sl..J
811 E, Chicago St, 5t, Caldwell, 1D 83605
Phone: (208) 453-4851 Fax; (208) 453-4861 E-mail: nchard@har.nmondla\voffice,com

DEFENDANT'S
EXHIBIT

~\
~

w

/'

Roger L. Brown (lSB 5504)
LAW OFFICES OF HARMON & DAY
6213 N. Cloverdale Road, Ste. 150
P.O. Box 6358
Boise, 10 83707-6358
Telephone (208) 327-7561
Fax (800) 972-3213
Employees of the Liberty Mutual Group
Attorneys for Defendant

BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
Francisco Serrano,
Claimant,

v.
Four Seasons Framing,
Employer,
and
Uberty Northwest Insurance Corp.,
Surety,
Defendants.
--------------------------------

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

I.C. No. 2004-501845
I.C. No. 2008-004757

AMENDED
SECOND MOTION TO ENLARGE
PERIOD FOR TAKING THE POSTHEARING DEPOSITION OF DR.
TIMOTHY DOERR

COME NOW Defendants, by and through their attorney of record, and pursuant to
J.R.P. 3(E)(1) and 10 E(3), file the instant Amended Second Motion to Enlarge Period For
Taking the Post-Hearing Deposition of Dr. Timothy Doerr ("Motion"). In support of their
Motion, Defendants state as follows:
1.

Defendants originally scheduled treating physician Dr. Doerr's post-hearing

deposition, with approval frorn both Claimant and Dr. Doerr, for August 18, 2011 at 3:00
p.m.

Pg. 1 - AMENDED SECOND MOTION TO ENLARGE PERIOD FOR TAKING THE
POST-HEARING DEPOSITION OF DR. TIMOTHY DOERR

2.

On August 11, 2011, Defendants learned from Dr. Doerr's staff that due to a

scheduling confl

Dr. Doerr was unable to testify on August 18 and thus requested the

deposition be rescheduled for August 15, 2011 at 10:00 a.m.
3.

Although Defendants were available on August 15, Claimant was unable to

accommodate Dr. Doerr's requested scheduling change due to prior commitments.
4.

Dr. Doerr's next available date for his post-hearing deposition in this case

was October 20, 2011.

Defendants received approval from Claimant to schedule the

deposition for this new date and served an amended deposition notice.
5.

Due to a scheduling error, Defendants will not be able to attend the October

20, 2011, deposition setting and respectfully request an extension of time in which to take
Dr. Doerr's deposition, to and including December 1,2011 at 3:00 p.m.
6.

Defendants misunderstood Claimant's response to rescheduling Dr. Doerr's

deposition. VVhile Claimant has been contacted regarding the need to reschedule,
Claimant did not give approval for the rescheduling of Dr. Doerr's deposition to December
1, 2011, at 3:00 p.m. However, Claimant's counsel did represent to Defendant's counsel
that he was available on said date for Dr. Doerr's depo. (Exhibit 1).
7.

As required by J. R. P. 10(E)(3), Defendants respectfully maintain the above

information constitutes good cause for the Commission to extend the time limits by which
they are required to take their post-hearing deposition in this case.
8.

Therefore, Defendants respectfully move to enlarge the period for taking Dr.

Doerr's deposition to and including December 1, 2011. After Defendants receive a copy of
the transcript from that deposition, they intend to file a written request with the Commission
for a briefing schedule.

Pg. 2 -AMENDED SECOND MOTION TO ENLARGE PERIOD FOR TAKING THE
POST-HEARING DEPOSITION OF DR. TIMOTHY DOERR

J..l..o~ day of October, 2011.

Respectfully submitted this

LAW OFFICES OF HARMON & DAY

Roger . Brown
Attorney for

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the )LP~ day of October, 2011, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document was served by first class mail, postage prepaid, upon the
foilowing at the address indicated:
Richard L. Hammond
Attorney at Law
811 E Chicago St
Caldwell, 1083605
Sam Johnson
Attorney at Law
405 S Eighth St., Suite 250
Boise, 10 83701

Pg. 3 - AMENDED SECOND MOTION TO ENLARGE PERIOD FOR TAKING THE
POST-HEARING DEPOSITION OF DR. TIMOTHY DOERR

